
BETER ACTIONS by THE SUPREME WORLD RECOGNITIONS.

Facing extinction era,the 1st cause and the countermeasure are surveyed. 2021/2/19,20

 :Science Basis
❶Recognizable Matter are Logical Logical Matter are Recognizable.
Fact coincident thinking and recognition are all reflection of Logic..Failure and lie are not.

http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf
❷Natural Laws are all reflection of LOGIC.
The 1st principle of matter is Quantum Mechanics(Historically derived by experimental
observation)which can be reconstructed by LOGIC on observation(Birkoff & Neumann).
http://777true.net/QFTstructure1.pdf
❸Creation of Universe(observable world)from NOTHING and God the Almighty.
“Nothing” is non-observable and none can tell anything certain<nothing natural

law=anything can be =almighty ⇒ God the out of any restriction.For an example,
0=+1-1+2-2+3-3+......<all of affirmative and negative canceling with each others>
Heavenly revelation is resonance communication between missionary & God the almighty.
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pd

 :WORLD FACT Basic.
Following seems rather forcing reasoning and dangerous for who disclose the secrets ?.
❹The History is struggle between who rule & who are ruled<CLASS STRUGGLE,Marx>
Former is atheist nobility hereditary class with violence(luxury,lie,injustice,hatred) and the
latter is people theist with humble life in justice,truth,philanthropy toward co-live in peace .
“The Christian religion was intended to be a political revolution which, when it failed, became
a moral one later on” ......J.W.Goethe.
❺Anti-Bible teach is secret society Skull Bonds philosophy by Hoegel in feudalism Preusen,
Perpetual war toward global hegemony by setting up enemy......Hoegel philosophy.
Nation and people are those who should be exploited by eugenic nobility hereditary.
Geniuses and the people become the minions of the monarch.
http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm
http://www.777true.net/Global-People-Must-Search-an-Essential-Evile-Origin.pdf
➏USA the NAZIS reincarnated nation.
NAZIS Germany was secretly established by USA capitalists who hate Jew the religious
revolution people,as the consequence,the tragedy of Holocaust was conspired against Jew.
After the war,they secretly imported NAZIS person and technology(operation Paperclip)to
establish CIA & Military Industry Complex toward ruling the world.
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
Operation Nazification – U.S. Military Hired Sixteen Hundred Nazi Scientists and Doctors
http://www.globalresearch.ca/operation-nazification-u-s-military-hired-sixteen-hundred-nazi-
scientists-and-doctors/5369981
Who rule Europe?,Germany !,Who rule USA?,German American !,but not Jew.
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 :Today’s Imminent Tasks

❼Climate Collapse with COVID19 Outbreak,
⑴It is oil merchant Rockefeller the American emperor who had made climate desperate
world at now. UN IPCC is strongly being interfered by them toward no effective actions.
CO2 has been monotonously increasing on and deadly Arctic Methane Catastrophe risk
had been hided by them toward Operation EndGame the final survival struggle.Recent
world at anywhere had become attacked by frequent strong heat and cold wave alternately,
Climate debates and march are busy,however nothing effective results had been realized,
Not before long,global foods crisis would become imminent due to agriculture destroyed
⑵In fact,climate collapse is substantially World War the 3rd toward mankind extinction.
By any wars in the past(also in future) ,only mankind extinction risk was not happened,
So far in authors survey,climate mending technology had been fundamentally established,
While actually effective climate politics(global climate war declaration with starting mass
production of climate weapons will not go launching by the insidious sabotage).

⑶Insidious and dangerous political trend toward coming stronger climate collapse world.
Global COVID19 Outbreak in 2020 is faint strategy toward neglecting imminent climate by
making more imminent virus crisis for everyone.It is counter coup detat against people by
own governments.In coming stronger climate collapse era,nation could not support all
people by anymore,but suppress hungry people to conserve ancient regime by status quo.
http://777true.net/We-could-Win-Virus-by-Testing-All-Nation-People-in-a-short-Time-&-Expense.pdf

⑷Establishing Global Climate Wartime Regime would clear almost problem of people life
and industry management.At least,we could direct the world toward such ways.
Because it could not help to be co-operative,but not competitive to establish necessary
regime with technology for global survival(the unique and only common purpose).
*5G or automatic driving are decadent tech,but not healthy one to really survive.

*Rich you should pay temporal pain to get out of addiction of past luxuriant life,but imagine coming glory

world having concouered deadly climate(our deadly mission at now !!!),

⑸The More Details.
http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
http://777true.net//Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-Politics.pdf

http://777true.net/

A:Arctic Methane Catastrophe Risk the most emergent Risk at now World.
This is sudden and irreversible gas burst warming toward fire ball earth and AMEG(UK)
proposed the risk evading technology by Arctic Cooling geo-Engineering.
http://www.ameg.me/
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
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B:Allowing 2 is fatal.→Below 1.5 is possible by rapid 80％CO2 cut by 2020
Time for Plan B Cutting Carbon Emissions 80％ by 2020.
https://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf
Lester R. Brown, Janet Larsen, Jonathan G. Dorn, and Frances C. Moore

http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

APPENDIX1:FACT DISCLOSING toward the FINAL CHANGE.
⒜Several human rights and press freedom organizations had called on Joe Biden to
drop the charges against Julian Assange, arguing that the charges "threaten press
freedom" and would set a precedent that would "criminalize" journalistic practices.
https://www.rtbf.be/info/monde/detail_julian-assange-le-gouvernement-biden-fait-appel-du-r
efus-britannique-d-extrader-assange?id=10696931
NAZIS USA(the hell maker-❺)is to act against “truth” threatening against their regime.
Also author occasionally a scientist producting truth has been facing their threatening. U.S. forces

stationed(substantial master of Japan after the war)are illegally*) and decisively interfering with domestic

affairs by operating police,Judiciary, administration, medical society,etc by directing CIA theater actors to

insidiously manipulate Japanese and by sometimes employing secret assassins and earthquake weapon.

*)The principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples
http://www.un-documents.net/a25r2625.htm

https://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/area/usa/sfa/pdfs/fulltext.pdf

⒝Now any nation leaders seems no real effort to save people from climate extinction.
They say till 2050,100% CO2 reduction,however,the world would have died at that time.
Because no decreasing atomospheric C02 and no revealing Arctic Methane Risk.Why not?.
But they are busy to conserve Economy Prosperity at now to give temporal pleasure.They
are still competitive in economy and military in facing common imminent climate collapse.
Thereby it’s very clear necessity of something drastic change in our recognition of life now.
Then most simple,strong and supreme task is Declaring Global Climate Wartime Regime.
Note virus had accomplished regime change by forcing and restricting economy & life way.
It is a common enemy of global people,why climate extinction risk being more than the virus
is not ??????????????.Now extra-ordinal stupidity has been ruling on in Covid 19 world.

⒞It may be only the scientists who could Declaring Global Climate Wartime Regime,but not
politicians. Could you the scientists really prove that Geo-Engineering is impossible to
intercept Arctic Methane Risk ?.
Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
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Global Effects of Mount Pinatubo<from view of Cloud Making Machine>
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/1510/global-effects-of-mount-pinatubo
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-by-spreading-sea-water-to-make-cloud-in-order-to-cut-insolation.pdf
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Time for Plan B Cutting Carbon Emissions 80％ by 2020.
https://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf
Lester R. Brown, Janet Larsen, Jonathan G. Dorn, and Frances C. Moore
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APPENDIX2:LIFE in CLIMATE WAR-REGIME.
Fundamental CLIMATE WAR STRATEGY.
A:Intercepting Arctic Methane Catastrophe by Geo-Engineering Implementation
B:Rapid Exchanging to 80％Renewable Energy.
http://777true.net/Emergency-Production-for-Climate-Wartime-Weapons.pdf
Above are not sufficient explanations,but did due to the necessity.

C:All People’s Life Assurance Strategy.
❶BASIC INCOME for ALL the NATION PEOPLE.
http://777true.net/All-People-Testing-&-Basic-Income-Are-Decisive-to-Tackle-against-Corona.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf
Above are not sufficient explanations,but did due to the necessity.

❷From pursuing income rise for more luxury life to pursuing more culture in humble life.
https://www.aljazeera.com/program/upfront/2021/2/19/yanis-varoufakis-capitalism-has-become-techno

Author do not wish to advice others life way,but suggest being joy of life in long years of
climate wartime regime.The regime demands resource restriction especially energy and
foods,etc.Then such Americans way of life entirely pursuing more luxury with high-tech and
more consuming resources become impossible. To tell from the origin,such life way had
caused today’s collapse.It’s due to today capitalism’s proper ill entirely pursuing endless
market expansion,however everyone can understand impossibility of endless.But we should
pursue culture to cause joy of life without damaging nature environment.Working time for
producing wasteful goods should be saved to reduce resources.As the
consequence,working time may be drastically reduced to cause more leisure time in
stationary state of wartime after initial too confused and too busy one.
*Now pro-musician and pro-sports men etc who need collective fun in closed faculty face serious
jobless due to the infection risk.Unless complete eradicating virus,their culture business would
be desperate.Unique way for reliefing is all people PCR testing.
http://777true.net/We-could-Win-Virus-by-Testing-All-Nation-People-in-a-short-Time-&-Expense.pdf
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REFERENCE:

⑴Up side down world
https://upsidedownworld.org/

God logic is justice,truth,and philanthropy,toward co-live in peace,while the logical
negation is injustice,lie and hatred toward hegemony winning by perpetual struggle< Skull
and bones the anti God>to cause “the upside down world”.
⑵Fleshing out skull and bones:Investigations into America’s Most Powerful Secret
Society,Kris Millegan,2003, 2008, 2011 TrineDay, LLC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWvaxi_JrwI
Monarchy ideology connection between Skull(the American elite’ secret society originated
from Yale university)and bones and Hegel philosophy is refered.
⑶How to Cool Arctic.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/
⑷The Threat of Global Warming causing Near-Term Human Extinction
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/threat.html
⑸Jucelino Nóbrega da Luz the Prophet.
https://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
Once also author met him in his lecture in Japan,whose serious advice in TV show had
turned authors direction of life.It may be ordinal that general people the most in population,
but not scientist the specialists can not imagine,or will not imagine on coming awful climate
hell.Because they are too busy and uneasy in dairy life and business now facing the
imminent global infection risk with business decline.It is reasonable most of they have no
margin to imagine and prepare coming awful era.Thus by any possible ways in trying to get
best answer,the conclusion could not help to be unique.To tell from beginning,the deadly
responsibility on such outrageous supreme extinction risk,but not easy comprehensible for
everyone belongs to scientist the specialist,Thus conclusion could not help,but unique that
the scientist only who can diagnosis on the fatal ill and can order patient go hospital
must confess and declare the deadly climate fact to turn common recognition in todays
business as usual, After having done their responsibility,it is to go to engineer,military,and
administration with economist toward the concrete implementation(climate engineering
the all fields)in practical operations.After having become serious state at now,we could not
help run at first,but not think and not debate(in the past,these were diverging deadly
responsibility to vanish in time goes on)any more before run.As the fact,a beginning of war
may be always such way.
*Dear engineers in the world:At now era,it may be certain that we could have accomplished
almost necessary inventions for dairy life<consumer goods>.As mentioned in above,5G or
automatic driving are not engineering the necessary,but the prolonging for engineering itself.
It is rather pity.However once we turn our face to climate war,there would be many
challenging tasks the emergency.
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